Effective removal of occupational traumatic skin tattoo with monofilament fibre debridement pad*
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INTRODUCTION:
Traumatic implantation of pigmented particles in the skin can derive from fireworks, gunpowder or road rush injuries and require removal as quickly as possible to prevent deeper penetration of the foreign bodies and persisting skin tattoo. We present the case of a young male patient with accidental contamination during his work as a channel digger.

METHOD:
A 39-year-old male patient is employed as a channel digger. During his work impermeable cushions were inflated under pressure within the sewage-filled channel to dewater it for cleaning. One of the cushions burst when the patient was just 1-2 metres away. Water and mud exploded within the channel and covered the face and hands of the patient which were not protected by clothing. Dirt particles penetrated the skin and even the eyes and cornea (Panel A, B). The patient was hospitalized at the Department of Ophthalmology and after surgical removal of particles from the cornea topical and systemic antibiotic therapy was started. The day after the accident the patient was presented at the Department of Dermatology for the treatment of the dirt particles embedded in the facial skin. Next to multiple black spots, where foreign bodies had entered the skin, punctiform pustules and crusts covered the skin of the central face and partly the neck (Panel C). Several bacterial species could be found after examination of a skin swab. Cheeks and perioral region showed remarkable oedema. Laboratory examination revealed a C-reactive protein of 49.3 mg/l (normal: <5 mg/l).

RESULTS:

The follow-up showed a decrease of oedema and inflammation two days after the debridement. Furthermore the skin is totally cleared from dirt particles.

DISCUSSION:
Removal of explosive residues embedded in the skin, especially in critical areas like the face, has to be performed as soon as possible to prevent deeper infiltration or scarring and to reveal best clinical outcome. Usual treatments with scalpel blade or dermabrasion are time-consuming and painful for the patients. By the use of a monofilament fibre debridement pad* in an early stage of traumatic tattoo, a very satisfying cosmetic result could be achieved.

CONCLUSION:
The monofilament fibre debridement pad can be easily applied and represents a well tolerable, non-invasive debridement method to remove traumatic tattoos effectively at an early point of time.
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*DEBRISOF® Pad – LOHMANN & RAUSCHER GMBH & CO. KG

Image A: Before debridement. Dirt particles penetrated the skin and even the eyes and cornea (A, B). Punctiform pusules and crusts covered the skin of the central face and partly the neck (C).

Image D, E, F: Two days after debridement. The follow-up showed a decrease of oedema and inflammation two days after the debridement. Furthermore the skin is totally cleared from dirt particles.
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